How do we respond? What shall we do? Where do we go
from here? This "Year of Faith" is a year to return to Jesus
as did the Apostles, with a fervent prayer: "Lord, increase
our Faith!" It is a year to truly be who we say we are followers of Christ!
In 1960, Dietrich von Hildebrand wrote a short book for the
Third Order Franciscans called No Greater Love. In it he
makes somewhat of a prophetic evaluation of our culture
(before anyone ever spoke of the Culture War). His thesis is
basically that a culture that has taken God out of its JudeoChristian foundations is bound to collapse. In fact, he
proposes that we in the West are in a worse situation than
in the time of the Roman Empire where at least there was
an understanding, although often flawed, of right or wrong,
and good or evil.
Whether people realize it or not, practice their faith or not,
our culture, our laws, our education system, our judicial
system, our morality and our understanding of family etc.,
has its foundation in the belief in God, of truth, of right and
wrong. Without God everything collapses. We have
evidence of this today; we feel it, and it is the cause of a
growing uneasiness and fear "that something has gone very
wrong!"
Dr. von Hildebrand goes on to remind us that Saint Francis
was instrumental in renewing the culture of his day. In fact,
not only did his life lead to a spiritual awakening and a
return to the Gospel, but his life influenced art, music, poetry,
and architecture. He was able to touch man at his core and
bring out all that is good and beautiful in the human heart!

I would like to propose an image of Francis that is also
familiar to many of us. It is an image that I had in my room
when I was still in grammar school that today makes more
sense to me than ever. It is the image of Christ crucified
reaching out from the cross to embrace Francis as Francis
embraces the crucified Christ. In his reflection on "Vita
Consecrata" in the book A Short Course on Consecrated
Life, Fr. Pier Giordano Cobra writes, "Consecrated life
exists primarily not to do something but rather to belong to
Someone. From the outset the consecrated life is not a
project to be realized, but rather the Lord to be loved and
served whether directly or in others…of doing what pleases
Him always and in every situation. For this is where the
salvation of the world lies." Certainly this is the call of all
Catholics, to bring to our cold and harsh culture the amazing
experience of being loved by God and of knowing who we
are as human beings and the purpose of our lives.
Saint Francis possessed a joyful transforming witness that
revealed the love of God for us. In fact, for him, all creation
revealed the love of God. It was the source of his song and
at the heart of his preaching. And even the reason for his
suffering that "Love was not Loved." This, my brothers and
sisters, is also our vocation, whether Priests, Religious,
Parents, Children, young or old: to reveal in our lives the
love of God for us - to reveal Christ!
"Let us begin again!"

(Kindly call between 9 AM-5 PM and 7 PM-9 PM)

Today, more than in the thirteenth century, the world and
the Church need a Saint Francis. But which one? Certainly
we have many images: Saint Francis in the bird bath; Saint
Francis the ecologist; the revolutionary; the rebel; the
flower child; the vagabond; the confused dreamer? Which
one?
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Fr. Solanus Benfatti, CFR,
explores the significance of the
stigmata in Saint Francis’ life. He
establishes the historicity of the event
and draws surprising and inspiring
conclusions, leaving the reader with a
fresh understanding of Saint Francis’s
spiritual experience. ww.tanbooks.com
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"We are now standing in the face of the greatest
confrontation humanity has gone through. I do not think
that wide circles of the American society or wide circles of
the Christian community realize this fully. We are now
facing the final confrontation between the Church and the
Anti-Church, of the Gospel and the Anti-Gospel. This
confrontation lies within the plan of Divine Providence. It
is a trial which the whole Church must take up."

The remarkable power of Saint Francis to change his
culture, to "repair the house that was falling into ruin,"
came not so much from what he did, but what he became.
Like Saint Paul proclaims, "I live not I, but Christ lives in
me." His influence came not from his programs and
projects, his planning or even his preaching, but from the
life he lived - he incarnated the Gospel in his life. The
"Word" became flesh in Francis.
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In 1976, Cardinal Karol Wojtyla gave a remarkable address
during a visit to the United States:

In spite of the darkness, cynicism, and disbelief that
pervades our culture, the human heart is still the same! It
still remains "restless" for God even if it doesn't know it.
The poorest among us today seem to be the most powerful
and most influential. They are the "blind that will not see,"
and the "deaf that will not hear." And often they are the
"sheep without a Shepherd." They are truly the lost sheep!
Perhaps they are even the lepers that need to be embraced
as Saint Francis did on the road.
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life and the many similar experiences for many Catholics
has given way to a new secular culture, which is often harsh
and cold, in which faithful Catholics are challenged to find
new ways to live their faith in a "new world." Therefore,
Blessed Pope John Paul II called all the faithful to a "New
Evangelization," primarily to bring Christ to our own people
and even to our own families. Pope Benedict now calls us
to this "Year of Faith" to recapture in our lives the call to
live anew our Catholic Faith with courage and conviction!
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Let the Friars and Sisters of the Renewal help you grow in faith
this year by following weekly postings on the Revive Faith
website (for adults) and YoFoReal site (for teenagers). Links may
be found there to similarly helpful sites.

HELP NEEDED!
Your financial contributions for our life and work are
greatly needed and deeply appreciated. Donations to
“Franciscan Friars of the Renewal” may be sent to the
Community Office at Our Lady of the Angels Friary and
are tax-deductible. Please visit our website if you would
like to make a donation on-line using PayPal.

ETC .
Young men and women
interested in discerning their call
to our way of life may contact
Fr. John Paul at St. Joseph Friary
at 212-281-4355 or
Sr. Mary Pieta at Convent of San
Damiano at 718-828-4104.
Information about the life and
apostolates of the friars, and
upcoming CFR events including
the “Catholic Underground,” can
be found on our website
www.franciscanfriars.com.
Traditional and Contemporary
Music by the friars: Sacred
Chant and Praise and Worship
CD’s are available through
Francesco Productions.
www.francescoproductions.com
Lay persons who are interested
in participating in the work and
spirituality of the friars as a Lay
Associate should contact the friary
nearest you.
The Friars and Sisters rely on
donated cars to get us where the
Lord wants us to go. If you are
thinking of passing along your car
(tax-deductibly) and it isn’t yet terminally ill, please contact us at any
friary or convent.
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AND M USIC
Fr. Benedict Groeschel, CFR
to purchase books by Fr. Benedict,
see our website:
franciscanfriars.com/media/store
Fr. Andrew Apostoli, CFR
Delight of All Saints
PO Box 111825, Naples, FL 34108
(239) 390-2435
www.franciscanfriars.com
Fr. Stan Fortuna, CFR
Francesco Productions
718-401-7349
www.francescoproductions.com
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“Let Us Begin Again.” - Saint Francis
By Fr. Mariusz Casimir Koch, CFR
May I share with you a memory.
It was the 1950's in Gammontown, a small peninsular corner
of downtown Jersey City on the banks of the Hudson River
and the old Morris Canal. (The Canal once stretched across
New Jersey from the Hudson River to the Delaware River.)
It was a neighborhood of old brownstones and red-brick city townhouses
with high stoops, factories, small family businesses and four churches in a
two block area.

cousins on the third floor. "Go with God!" (Idz z Bogem!),
were the words we heard each time we left home; the
response being "Stay with God!"(Zostancie z Bogem!)
Without fail when we returned from Church on Sundays,
dinner was already being prepared by my grandmother
(Babci) who always went to the earliest Mass. When we
returned from Church she would be
greeted by us in Polish with the
acclamation "Praised be Jesus
Christ!" "Now and forever!" she
would respond.

The year, our lives, were marked and
On Sunday mornings, the Church
measured by the liturgical seasons
bells rang out to the families of
and annual Feastdays. We went to
Gammontown almost simultaneously
October, May, and June devotions,
but with their own distinctive and
Sunday afternoon Vespers and
recognizable "voices": the slow deep
Benediction, Stations of the Cross,
sounding clang of St's Peter & Paul
May Crownings, and 40 Hour
Russian Orthodox Church; the excited
Devotions. In other words we were
and swifter ringing bells of Our Lady
surrounded by and immersed in a
of Czestochowa Church (my parish
and the place of my grandparents and The friars, like Fr. Giuseppe Siniscalchi in this culture that was truly Catholic.
parents weddings as well as all family
photo, seek to help others come to a deeper
For many of us of a "certain age," I
baptisms and celebrations of joy and
faith, especially through the sacraments.
ask, do you have similar memories
loss); The old solemn bells of St.
of living in a "Catholic culture?" Certainly the memories are
Peter's Church, (the oldest Church in Hudson County, named
different for each of us. Our nationality, our family traditions,
after St. Peter's Church in lower Manhattan where the original
our part of the country, all makes for different stories and
Catholics in Jersey City would worship after rowing across
different memories. Nevertheless, there is something uniquely
the Hudson River!); and the "Old Slavic" heavy call of the
common and recognizable to our memories, to our lives that
bells of St's Peter & Paul Ukrainian Catholic Church, inviting
made "being Catholic" in a "Catholic culture" life-giving and
the Eastern Rite Catholics of Gammontown to Divine
joyful - that "something" that makes us nostalgic for a treasure
Liturgy.
that we seem to have lost.
Since it was Sunday everyone on the street was dressed in
In some way, Gammontown captured a time and a place that
their "Sunday Best" (often clothes only worn on Sundays to
has virtually disappeared, not only in that little section of
Church!) My family lived in a red-brick city townhouse on
Jersey City, but to a larger extent throughout the whole
Essex St. on the first floor, my grandmother and uncles lived
Western world. This microcosm of "Catholic Culture" in my
on the second floor and my great aunt and great uncle, and
(continued in center)

By birth dates these friars represent 3 different
decades rather than 3 generations, but they do
represent 3 generations of leadership in our
Community. Fr. Benedict Groeschel (middle) was
the Community Servant (General Superior) from
1987-93, Fr. Andrew Apostoli (right) from '93'99, and Fr. Glenn Sudano from '99 - '05. The
other two founding members of the Community
who are still with us in this 25th anniversary
year are Fr. Bob Lombardo and Fr. Stan Fortuna.
All of our friars are deeply indebted to them for
their sacrificial service for our Community and
the work of renewal in the Church. As Fr.
Benedict leads the way into "getting old," we see
him accepting the cross of physical limitations
and memory decline with frequent acts of surrender
to Divine Providence, something that is evidently
"hard-wired" into his spiritual life.
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His Eminence, Timothy
Cardinal Dolan, seems to be
equally his joyful self at
gatherings of bishops, dinners
with presidential candidates, or
the profession of final vows of the
CFR Sisters. The Sisters and
Friars are immensely grateful for
the warmth and concern that
Cardinal Dolan shows to our
Communities. The life commitment
of these five sisters, (l-r) Srs.
Francesca, Monica, Mary Pieta,
Joseph, and Maria Teresa, was a
big step forward for the Sisters
Community in its continued
growth.
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Sr. Gemma Corso (l) and Sr. Josephine Schuler (r)
flank Sr. Lucille Cutrone, the Community Servant of
the Franciscan Sisters of the Renewal and founding
member. These two novices were invested in August.
The other woman in this photo (Our Lady) is also a
“founder” and sustainer of both communities, Friars
and Sisters, through her faithful motherly protection
and intercession. The Friars and Sisters look to the
example of the Mother of Our Redeemer, especially
during this Year of Faith, to learn how to respond
with deeper trust and generosity in our religious
vocation. We are always “novices” when it comes to
the imitation of Christ, seeking to learn from Him the
way of perfect love.
X

The Friars continue to "get the Word out" through many
venues, such as Youth 2000 retreats, parish missions, and the
Catholic Underground. The new evangelization is being fanned
into flame during this year of faith. Fr. Isaac Spinharney is
shown here teaching at a recent gathering of Corazon Puro in
the Bronx. Corazon Puro is a movement of young people striving
to give witness to the freedom and wisdom of chastity according
to Catholic teaching. Fr. Agustino Torres and a group of committed
lay people are heading up this movement which is quickly
spreading in Nicaragua and Honduras as well. For more information visit their website at Corazon Puro.com.

Br. Kolbe Blashock isn't shopping for something to go with
a grey habit and cord - he's getting some clothing together for
one of our guests at the St. Padre Pio Shelter in the Bronx.
Br. Kolbe, along with his classmates Bros. John Olgivie Larkin,
Damien Novak, and Roger Hermanns, professed his first vows
in May. They came from Pennsylvania, Scotland, Illinois, and
England to join in this common life and mission. The formation
of our temporary professed friars includes on-the-job training
in our hands-on work with the poor. The Friars have been
serving our homeless brothers at St. Padre Pio Shelter almost
since the beginning of our Community 25 years ago, providing
food and shelter every night of the year in a very dignified,
peaceful, and prayerful environment. Br. Kolbe adds his own
joy and kindness to this consistent service.
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It's hard to say what's most exciting about the
investiture of the novices - seeing them in the
habit for the first time or hearing their new
names. Although a friar may keep his baptismal
name, many choose a new name to symbolize
putting on the "new man" (and practically speaking,
not to be confused with another friar with the
same name in our Community!) With these
novices we gratefully add the names of
(l-r) Bros. Elijah, Diego, Seraphim, and Lazarus
to the CFR Community. The novitiate year is
given primarily to prayer and study, which may
not sound as exciting as investiture unless one
has a taste of how exciting the encounter with the
Lord and our own need for conversion can be!
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“When I am lifted up from the earth, I will
draw all people to myself” (Jn. 12:32). Fr. Louis
Leonelli (center), Fr. Herald Brock, and all of the
friars love lifting up the Lord Jesus in the streets
of the South Bronx. This takes places every
summer around the feast of St. Anthony at a block
party for the neighborhood. The day includes lots
of food (this year for approx. 2000 people),
games, music, prayer, testimonies, Confession,
and a blessing of the block – a real Catholic
party! Our Lay Associates and volunteers
(including a large group from Atlanta this year)
make this event possible and add to the joyful mix
of “all peoples” that the Lord Jesus draws
together to Himself.
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"No greater love is there than this, to lay
down one's life for one's friends" (Jn 15:13).
The prostration during the litany of the
saints during the final profession of vows is
a dramatically honest gesture of the goal of
religious life. It is a type of ongoing
martyrdom in imitation of the Lord Jesus,
"who came not to be served but to serve and
to give his life as a ransom for many" (Mk
10:45). The friars who made final vows this
summer are Bros. Teresiano Madrigal, Roch
Greiner, Timothy Sgoutas, Francesco
Gavazzi and Innocent Montgomery. They
have bet their lives on Christ forever
because they have the "inside information"
of His humble and personal love for them.
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Fr. Louis Leonelli (top left), Br. Crispin
Rinaldi (middle) and Br. David Valenzuela
(bottom left) worked together with some of the
men from St. Anthony Shelter to help a friend of
the friars in Long Beach, NY to recover from
the flood from Hurricane Sandy. Our homeless
guests at St. Anthony's were especially compassionate in their prayers and willing in their
service to help the victims of the storm,
perhaps because they already know what it is
like to lose everything. The friars in the New
York and New Jersey area have been responding
in various ways to meet the sudden needs of the
victims of the storm and have gratefully seen
how many people also want to help.
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